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ABSTRACT

The birth of Web-Based Language Translator in the computer world has brought harmony among people regardless of variation in their languages. This project work focuses on the development of a Web-Based Language Translator that translates Malay language into English language, and vise-versa to facilitate a smooth communication between the non-academic staffs and the international students of the University Utara Malaysia. Also, we discussed related works on the language translation in accordance to Web-Based Application. We also describe five unique systematic ways to achieve our research objectives. In addition, the project describes system prototype development adopted for this research, its functional requirements, use case diagram and use case specification, sequence diagram, collaboration diagram and the class diagram. The evaluation of the techniques used to show the level of usefulness and operability of the system is also discussed. Consequently, the users of the prototype found it flexible, consistent with helpful and effective user guidance through the software analysis and descriptive analysis.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Background of the study

Her-Sen, Hui-Chih & Chi-Kuang (2009) confirm in their studies that Information Communication Technologies (ICT) have a great immense on the free flow on communication, both formal or informal communication, more of it is the role ICT playing in the dissemination of information, translation of languages, and public address systems; all of which are the backbone of communications.

Lim & Benbasat (2000) revealed that, presently in any kind of communication, being interpersonal, intrapersonal, or organizational communication, the great impact of ICT on them can’t be over emphasized, ICT has successfully transform the process and ways of which people communicate to each other, or in cooperate communication. Taivo (2008) added that people are now easily communicate globally, across borders, cultures, and with different languages, all which are successful with the advent of ICT.

Taivo (2008) holds that, above average of the organizational developmental change are usually related to the technological innovations, particularly international businesses survive with their capabilities in communicating in different languages and across
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